Abstract. Because the amount of various video streams recorded by video surveillance systems is increasing, the new approach, where human operator analyzing the video is replaced by artificial intelligence system is gaining new followers. The algorithm have to meet several requirements: must be accurate and not produce too many false alarms, moreover it must be able to process the received video stream in real-time to provide sufficient response time. In the article a system is presented which is able to detect and analyze walking pedestrians. It is based on two algorithms: scale space and matching contours using distance transform. The information can be used by other parts of the advanced video surveillance system, namely object tracking by detection, detecting heavy equipment only zone intrusion or for sorting out possible suspicious persons (pickpocket, homeless etc.).
Introduction
Security is one of the biggest concerns at the beginning of the 21st century. The problem ranges from prevention of terrorist attacks to monitoring illegal behavior in cyberspace [12] . Among many solutions, video surveillance systems are commonly used to make the world safer. To be effective, they must be able not only to record video streams obtained from cameras mounted in various locations, but also to react when any suspicious or dangerous situation occurs. The reaction should be as fast as possible (e.g. to inform police or security guard that somebody is stealing a car from parking lot). Because the amount of various video streams recorded by video surveillance systems is increasing, the traditional approach where a human operator is monitoring video footages obtained from all cameras in the system is neither efficient nor very accurate. A new approach was proposed where artificial intelligence systems are replacing the human in this tedious task. Projects such as INDECT or SIMPOZ [3, 11] were started to create such possibility. The automatic algorithms are analyzing all video stream and reporting only the possible dangerous or important situations to human operator. The whole system has to be able to detect various events depending on the intended use. If the system is to be installed in the airport, it must be able to detect left luggage (possible bomb) or large movement of crowd (panic). Down in the subway station, possible violations of gates or railways. Whatever the final application, some universal parts of such system can be highlighted: human detection and tracking, protected zone intrusion, crowd analysis, detection of unattended objects etc.
In this article the system which is able to detect and analyze persons in video stream is presented. The detection method is based on the one presented in the work of [6] using distance transform and contour matching. Although it was presented long time ago, and different more accurate methods were introduced in the meantime [4] its main advantage is a relatively short execution time. With some modifications (taking into account the perspective, contour representation change) which are described further in the article, it is able to accurate detect pedestrians.
Despite the importance of human detection, it is not the only operation which is needed in an advanced video surveillance system. Extracting the distinctive features from detected silhouette (hair color, clothes color etc.) enable the system to track persons between two consecutive detections or build a database of persons which are frequently observed in the camera viewpoint (possible loitering warnings, pickpocket detection).
In this article an approach using scale-space [9, 10] is used to detect and analyze interesting parts of the pedestrian body. By combining both algorithms the final detection results are improved.
Pedestrian Detection
The algorithm intended for pedestrian detection which is used in this article is similar to the one described in the work of [6] . It is based on matching the contour to the distance transform [5] of edges extracted from the image. Matching contours to edges directly would lead to very poor results as it is almost impossible, that the pedestrian would have exactly the same shape as defined matching contour. This is why a distance transform is used to blur edges over the image, to produce more smooth results while computing the correlation. The distance transform (1) is a transformation of binary image in which each pixel is assigned the value describing its distance to the nearest black pixel:
where p is a subset of all black pixels, and d(, ) is a distance measure, example result is presented in Fig. 1(c) .
Once the distance transform is obtained, the correlation is computed in every location of the image in which the contour can be fitted, according to the equation:
where DT is a distance transform and CT is a contour value in this point.
Because the distance transform is computed from inverted edges, the smaller the correlation result, the more is the shape from the edges image similar to the contour.
By thresholding the result at a fixed level and finding local minima, possible locations of objects which have to be found can be obtained (Fig. 1) .
The basic algorithm proposed in the work [6] turned out to suffer from various shortcomings:
• Extracting edges from image by using Sobel or Canny edge detector results in strong edges of undesired parts of the image (textured surfaces like trees or pavement bricks caused many false detections).
• The method was not able to cope with problem of changing the object size caused by perspective.
• Matching many contours to the same image was not possible in real time applications.
Several modifications are proposed to solve these problems. First of all, the contour representation is changed from binary image to array of x, y offsets, based on the assumption that it is a waste of processing power to correlate two images if one of them is binary and has less than 5% of white pixels. For every white pixel an entry in an array is created, which is denoting its x, y position in the original contour image. As a result, computing the 
where LX,LY are the arrays with x and y offsets, L is the length of this arrays and DT is an image after edge extraction and distance transform. It also significantly reduces the number of operations.
Extracting high quality edges from the image is a complicated task. Methods such as Sobel or Canny are not reliable when dealing with images where there are many textured surfaces. In such cases, the final distance transformed image has many regions with very low value which after correlation produce false detections. To extract only the edges which may be important, two methods has been applied. The first one uses the Horn -Shunck optical flow method to highlight the important edges [7] .
It is done by comparing two consecutive frames of the video, using the energy function given by equation:
where I x an I y are an image intensity gradients in x and y direction, I t is the image intensity change in time, u,v are the flow vectors, and α is a smoothness coefficient. 
where I is a current frame image intensity, α is update coefficient and BG is background model. Using the same update rate for areas where there are a lot of moving objects would result in too fast accumulation of moving objects into the background. This is why, another equation is used for parts, where foreground objects are detected:
with additional rule for the β update rate to be:
Once the background image is accumulated, it can be subtracted from current frame to get foreground objects.
By thresholding, a foreground object mask can be computed according to equation:
where: t is a threshold, BG is background and I is a current frame image intensity.
Comparison of described methods is presented in The only shortcoming of the one contour assumption is that it does not take into account the large changes in size between persons. The differences of height between 160 ∼ 180 cm are not a problem for the system. Distance transform smoothing and less restrictive threshold level are overcoming it. The system is not going to work properly in case of very tall or very short people (e.g. child).
Pedestrian analysis
In order to verify location of the pedestrian on the image, a well known multi-scale image description has been used [9, 10] . This approach uses concept of finding details of the objects (i.e. leaves) on the finest scale, and whole objects (i.e. trees) on the coarse scale. Similarly, different body parts can be detected using different scales -head, legs and arms are detected using small scales, torso using coarse scales.
Extracting pedestrian body-parts features
A scale-space representation of the image signal f is computed by convolution with Gaussian kernels g(·; t) of different variance t, giving:
Because the size of the object in the analyzed scene depends on its location on the scene (camera projection and mapping 3D points to a two dimensional plane), several different scales are computed. Then, for each point of the scene different scale has been selected based on a predetermined calibration parameters of that scene. The resulting scale-space representation of the scene is determined separately for each body part, taking into account their relative size (torso is larger than head, legs and arms).
Blob detection aims at locating compact objects or parts in the image, for example head, torso. The entity used to detect blobs is the square of the normalized Laplacian operator:
Blobs are detected as local maxima in scale-space representation. A blob is graphically represented by a cir- Elongated structures (like legs and arms) can be localized using multi-scale ridge detector:
Ridges are represented as superimposed ellipses, each defining a support region, with width proportional to √ t.
To represent the spatial extent of a detected feature, a windowed second moment matrix is computed at the feature position and at an integration scale t int proportional to the scale t det of the detected image structure:
The anisotropy of the ridge is defined as:
The orientation is given by the direction of the eigenvector e λ1 corresponding to the largest eigenvalue λ 1 , (λ 1 > λ 2 ) of the windowed second moment matrix Σ.
Blobs and ridges are computed only on the selected regions of the image (Fig. 3(a), 3(b) ). These regions (binary mask BW ) are determined during the first stage of pedestrian detection algorithm (described in Section 2), which provides hypothesis of the localization of pedestrians on the scene. Such an approach allows to reduce computation time. Fig. 4(a) shows extracted blobs and ridges.
Currently, to detect multiscale features, we use only grayscale representation of the scene. In the future we plan to utilize color information, which can improve detection for scenes with poor intensity contrast between the image object and background.
Pedestrian verification
In order to verify hypothesis of the localization of the pedestrian on the image, further analysis is performed. (14) is computed among model and detected features, resulting in cost-matrix. We use inter-feature similarity described in [10, 11] . The similarity between two features take into account the difference in their position (µ 1 , µ 2 ), size, orientation and anisotropy. The Munkres assignment algorithm is used to find the best match among model and detected feature sets (Fig. 5(b) ).
Assignment problem is solved for blobs and ridges separately. According to best match new feature set is se- Given two sets F m and F k P with N m model and N P data features respectively, the sum of similarity metric G k is computed among corresponding features.
For each region k, the pedestrian location is verified if 
Results
To test the detector accuracy, four different video sequences from video surveillance system were recorded using different cameras and scenes. From each movie, five minutes of video sequence was cut out. One frame every second was annotated by hand (by drawing bounding boxes around the pedestrian silhouette). Finally a simple program checking if the annotated bounding boxes overlap with the detection result was created to make the whole verification process automatic.
The first movie ( Fig. 6(a) ) was recorded from a camera mounted on tripod, directed to a parking lot. Apart from pedestrians it also contains some moving cars, bicycles and a motorbike.
The second movie (Fig. 6(b) ) was recorded from a HD camera mounted on tripod with 50 fps, observing a park.
It is the least problematic movie, as there are only moving pedestrians.
The third movie (Fig. 6(c) ) was taken from real video surveillance camera, in an indor scene. The video is not of a very high quality (too white) and in grayscale. The person is not only walking, but doing other activities (jumping etc.) as well. A chair is used as an moving object which is not pedestrian to check the algorithm accuracy.
This movie has also the most demanding perspective settings.
The last movie (Fig. 6(d) ) is featuring the same scene as the footage from Movie 2, but the equipment and perspective is different. The camera was positioned in an outdoor enclosure, the image registered by videoserver and captured as RTSP stream with 5 fps (artifacts due to H264 compression exists). The video is rather low quality, with weak colors (white balance shifted to green). The movie is particularly challenging, as strong wind causes the enclosure to shake which produce false edges both in background subtraction and optical flow algorithms, moreover the lighting conditions are much more demanding.
Detection results
To test the detection accuracy several tests were carried on. In each sequence, the annotated results were compared to detection results and several statistic parameters were gathered:
• number of correctly detected pedestrians (correct detections),
• number of pedestrian not detected by the algorithm 
Analysis results
Pedestrian analysis is performed using data from pedestrian detection algorithm (localization of silhouettes and pedestrian segmentation. This should allow to address problems such as tracking objects and loitering detection.
The described implementation, after calibration, can be used as a part of advanced video surveillance system.
